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A new model for stratum corneum keratin structure, function, and formation is presented. The structural and
functional part of the model, which hereafter is referred to as ‘‘the cubic rod-packing model’’, postulates that
stratum corneum keratin intermediate ﬁlaments are arranged according to a cubic-like rod-packing symmetry with
or without the presence of an intracellular lipid membrane with cubic-like symmetry enveloping each individual
ﬁlament. The new model could account for (i) the cryo-electron density pattern of the native corneocyte keratin
matrix, (ii) the X-ray diffraction patterns, (iii) the swelling behavior, and (iv) the mechanical properties of mammalian
stratum corneum. The morphogenetic part of the model, which hereafter is referred to as ‘‘the membrane templating
model’’, postulates the presence in cellular space of a highly dynamic small lattice parameter (o30 nm) membrane
structure with cubic-like symmetry, to which keratin is associated. It further proposes that membrane templating,
rather than spontaneous self-assembly, is responsible for keratin intermediate ﬁlament formation and dynamics.
The new model could account for (i) the cryo-electron density patterns of the native keratinocyte cytoplasmic
space, (ii) the characteristic features of the keratin network formation process, (iii) the dynamic properties of
keratin intermediate ﬁlaments, (iv) the close lipid association of keratin, (v) the insolubility in non-denaturating
buffers and pronounced polymorphism of keratin assembled in vitro, and (vi) the measured reduction in cell volume
and hydration level between the stratum granulosum and stratum corneum. Further, using cryo-transmission
electron microscopy on native, fully hydrated, vitreous epidermis we show that the subﬁlametous keratin electron
density pattern consists, both in corneocytes and in viable keratinocytes, of one axial subﬁlament surrounded by
an undetermined number of peripheral subﬁlaments forming ﬁlaments with a diameter of  8 nm.
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The objective of this study is to present a new model for the
structure, function, and formation of the corneocyte matrix
of the mammalian stratum corneum.
The structural organization of the keratin intermediate
filament-dominated stratum corneum corneocyte matrix is
of major importance for the barrier properties of skin, the
water-holding capacity of skin, the appearance (i.e., optical
properties) of skin, the mechanical strength and elastic
resilience of skin, and skin pathologies characterized by
alterations of one or some of these properties (e.g., dry skin,
atopic dermatitis, psoriasis, ichthyosis). But there still lacks
a comprehensive model capable of explaining keratin
intermediate filament structure, function, and formation
when newer findings regarding the native structural orga-
nization of fully hydrated epidermis (cf. Norle´n et al, 2003)1
have been taken into account. Such a theoretical model
may provide for a rational design of experimental studies on
skin diseases, skin permeability, topical drug administration,
skin protection, cosmetic formulations, etc.
Classic View of Keratin Intermediate
Filament Molecular Architecture
Intermediate filaments are ubiquitous structures in the vast
majority of animal cells. Among these filaments, keratins
account for about three-quarters of all known proteins. The
molecular architecture of intermediate filaments remains,
however, speculative. To date, no major portion of an
intermediate filament chain has been crystallized and there
has been no atomic-level nuclear magnetic resonance data
deduced either (Parry and Steinert, 1999, p 123, 168). Also,
the higher-order structural organization(s) of intermediate
filaments remain(s) undetermined (van Amerongen et al,
1998, p 414).
Conventional transmission electron microscopy of
stained sections of wool has shown keratin intermediate
filaments  7–8 nm in diameter with an electron lucent
central core surrounded by an electron lucent annular ring.
In the paracortex of wool and quill, the keratin filaments
seem quasi-hexagonally packed and embedded in a matrix
that preferentially takes up stain (Fraser et al, 1972, p 61).
Keratin intermediate filaments from various cell types
1Al-Amoudi A, Dubochet J, Norle´n L: A high-resolution cryo-
transmission electron microscopy study of native skin barrier
structure and formation. J Cell Biol, 2004 (submitted)
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reassembled in vitro, however, have been measured to
 10 nm in diameter, and in many instances even some-
what larger. It has therefore been proposed that the
trichocyte keratin intermediate filament molecules differ in
their packing from those of other cell types (Parry and
Steinert, 1999, p 133).
In the 1950s, Pauling and Corey (1953) suggested that
keratin intermediate filaments were composed of seven
single polypeptide chains, each with the configuration of a
compound a-helix, where six such chains twisted about
a seventh to form a seven-strand cable with a diameter of
 3 nm. Later, Parry and Steinert (1999, p 162) proposed
that keratin intermediate filaments were composed of four
8-chain ‘‘protofibril’’ entities each with a diameter of 4.5 nm.
The eight-chain protofibrils were proposed to consist of four
pairs of two-stranded coiled-coil molecules forming a ‘‘four-
chain complex’’. Also, Herrmann and Aebi (1998) have
suggested that eight 4-chain ‘‘protofilaments’’, each with
a diameter of 2.8 nm, pack together to form a 10-nm
intermediate filament.
Classic View of Keratin Intermediate
Filament Higher-Order Organization
The three-dimensional higher-order organization of keratin
intermediate filaments in the stratum corneum has been the
subject of much debate over the last 50 y. Initially, it was
suggested that groups of seven 10 nm keratin intermediate
filaments aggregated into 25 nm fibrils with an 8 nm lipid
layer covering the surface of each fibril, thus forming
lipoprotein fibrils with a total diameter of  40 nm. The
fibrils were proposed to be oriented in a plane parallel to the
plane of the flattened stratum corneum cells (Swanbeck,
1959a, b; Baden and Goldsmith, 1972; Wilkes et al, 1973).
The presence of intracellular lipids in the corneocyte matrix
was later contested (Breathnach et al, 1973; Elias and
Friend, 1975), and then reaffirmed (Garson et al, 1991).
Today, the leading opinion seems to favor the absence of
substantial amounts of intracellular membrane lipids.
Further, the cell matrix is most often regarded as a network
of randomly oriented (in two or three dimensions) keratin
intermediate filaments embedded in a filaggrin/free amino
acid-rich protein/water ground substance (Brody, 1959;
Matoltsy, 1976; Odland, 1991, p 11).
Classical transmission electron microscopy studies have
revealed a keratin ‘‘pattern’’, or keratin ‘‘network’’, filling the
cytoplasmic space of stratum corneum cells (Brody, 1959,
1960). At high magnification, the individual keratin filaments
appear electron lucent with a diameter of  710 nm,
enclosed in a dark, amorphous continuum. The proposed
overall filament distribution in the plane of the corneocytes
(cf. Swanbeck, 1959b) is not supported by these studies.
Results and Discussion
Cryo-transmission electron microscopic representa-
tions of native epidermal keratin intermediate ﬁlaments
in situ In this study, cryo-transmission electron microscopy
of native (i.e., freshly taken, non-pretreated), fully hydrated,
vitreous epidermal sections (cf. Norle´n et al, 2003)1 was used
in order to obtain a more realistic, as well as a more
detailed, view of the endogenous structural organization of
human forearm epidermis than is possible with conventional
electron microscopy of chemically fixed, dehydrated, resin-
embedded samples. For comparative reasons, conven-
tional sample preparations were performed in parallel with
direct vitreous cryo-fixation.
In human forearm epidermis prepared by direct vitreous
cryo-fixation without pre-treatment, the corneocyte density,
size, and form were approximately homogenous all through
the stratum corneum (Fig S1), with the exception of the
lowermost corneocytes facing the underlying stratum
granulosum, which were generally thicker and characterized
by a seemingly more highly invaginated cell surface (Fig
1A,C; Fig S1). This stands in contrast both to chemically
fixed epidermis where the lower part of the stratum
corneum is electron transparent and the upper part, more
electron dense, and, however less pronounced, to freeze-
substituted epidermis, where the corneocyte transparency
increases in the upper part (Pfeiffer et al, 2000).
In conventional resin-embedded human forearm epider-
mis, the corneocytes were characteristically inhomogen-
ously stained and the extracellular space appeared largely
empty (Fig 1B,D). Furthermore, the rich variety of cyto-
plasmic organelles and multigranular structures present in
the stratum corneum/stratum granulosum transition (T) cell
cytoplasm of vitreous epidermis (Fig 1C, white arrows) were
partly replaced by empty space in resin-embedded epider-
mis (Fig 1D, black asterisk). Consequently, cytoplasmic
structures responsible for the formation of the stratum
corneum keratin intermediate filament network may partly,
or almost entirely, be absent in conventionally fixed resin-
embedded epidermal samples.
At high magnification (Fig 2), corneocyte keratin inter-
mediate filaments appeared in vitreous epidermal sections
as  7.8 nm (median; range 7.3–8.3 nm, n¼20) (measured
as 2  peripheral to central subfilament center-to-center
distance in a direction perpendicular to the section cutting
direction; n¼number of measurements performed) wide
electron-dense structures with a median filament center-to-
center distance of  16 nm (median; range 12–18 nm,
n¼20), embedded in a comparatively electron lucent matrix
(A,B). In perpendicular section planes, the electron density
pattern corresponding to the subfilamentous intermediate
filament architecture consisted of one axial subfilament
surrounded by an undetermined number of peripheral
subfilaments, occasionally being reminiscent of a quasi-
hexagonal arrangement of groups of  six electron dense
 1 nm spots surrounding a central electron-dense  1
nm spot (A,B, inset box in B). In fact, at closer inspection,
the axial subfilament structure could occasionally be
distinguished in classical resin-embedded sections (C,D).
Here, the corneocyte keratin intermediate filaments ap-
peared as  9 nm (median; range 8–11 nm, n¼20) wide
electron lucent spots embedded in an electron-dense
matrix (C). But as no subfilamentous optical density pattern
can unambiguously be distinguished in resin-embedded
sections and as the optical density of the recorded image
here is not directly related to the local density of the
biological material of the sample, as it is in vitreous
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sections, but to the local ability to bind stain, direct
comparison of keratin intermediate filament diameter
between chemically fixed and cryo-fixed samples is not
straightforward. Nonetheless, in the dehydrated resin-
embedded sample (C,D) the intermediate filaments were
clustered together with diminished interfilament distances
when compared with the situation in the fully hydrated
native sample (A,B).
In viable cell layers of native vitreous epidermis, the
keratin intermediate filaments appeared as  7.8 nm
(median; range 7.3–8.3 nm, n¼ 10) wide electron-dense
structures with a median filament center-to-center distance
Figure 1
Conventional sample preparation for electron microscopy results in important losses of epidermal biomaterial. Low-magnification
transmission electron micrographs of human epidermis at the interzone between viable and cornified cell layers (A, B: lowermost stratum corneum;
C, D: uppermost stratum granulosum). (A, C) Cryo-electron micrographs of vitreous sections of native epidermis. (B, D) Conventional electron
micrographs of resin-embedded sections. In the vitreous cryo-fixed epidermis (A, C), cellular as well as intercellular space appears densely packed
with organic material, whereas in the conventionally fixed epidermis (B, D) the distribution of biomaterial is characteristically inhomogeneous. Loss of
biomaterial appears to have taken place in (B, D), both in the cytoplasmic (black asterisk) and intercellular (white arrow) space. Large portions of the
biomass of the viable cells appear as aggregated, heavily stained clusters, so-called keratohyalin granules (D, white asterisk). Furthermore, the rich
variety of cytoplasmic organelles and multigranular structures present in the stratum corneum/stratum granulosum transition (T) cells of native
epidermis (C) (white arrows) are replaced by empty space in resin-embedded samples (D) (black asterisk). Inner and outer nuclear envelopes and
nuclear pores are clearly distinguished in the native cryo-fixed non-stained specimen (C) (black arrow), whereas they are difficult to distinguish in the
conventionally fixed stained specimen (D) (black arrow). Electron-dense single-spot in (A) and double-spot in (C) correspond to surface ice
contamination. SG: uppermost stratum granulosum cell; T: transition cell; SC: lowermost stratum corneum cell; N: nucleus; open white double-arrow
(A, C): section cutting direction. Section thicknesses  100 nm (A, C),  50 nm (B, D). Scale bars 500 nm (A–D).
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of  11 nm (median; range 9–13 nm, n¼ 10) (Fig 3A). As for
the stratum corneum (cf. Fig 2), the electron density pattern
corresponding to the subfilamentous keratin intermediate
filament architecture of viable epidermis consisted of one
axial subfilament surrounded by an undetermined number
of peripheral subfilaments (A, inset).
Consequently, molecular intermediate filament models
based on four 8-chain ‘‘protofibril’’ entities (cf. Parry and
Steinert, 1999, p 162), or eight 4-chain ‘‘protofilament’’
entities (cf. Herrmann and Aebi, 1998), packing together
to form  10-nm intermediate filaments with a ‘‘hollow’’ core
may, with respect to human epidermal keratin intermediate
filament organization, be regarded with some reservation.
The possibility remains, however, that the central sub-
filament density recorded here could arise from an axial
alignment of keratin head or tail domains.
Stratum corneum keratin intermediate ﬁlament network
structure and function—the cubic rod-packing model
Keratin function, and in fact the function of all other
intermediate filament proteins, is poorly understood (Omary
et al, 1998). It is, however, widely assumed that the stratum
corneum corneocyte keratin network is directly responsible
for the mechanical integrity of the epidermis and indirectly
responsible for the barrier capacity of the mammalian skin,
as it constitutes an indispensable mechanical scaffold for the
stratum corneum extracellular lipid matrix (cf. Norle´n, 2001b).
Further, as keratin is the major non-aqueous component
(wt/wt) of stratum corneum and as 90%–100% of the
stratum corneum water is thought to be located intracellu-
larly (Schaefer and Redelmeier, 1996, p 49), one may
presume that keratin also is a major factor (together with
filaggrin-derived free amino acids) determining stratum
corneum hydration level and water-holding capacity. All
these keratin properties depend on the morphology of the
stratum corneum keratin intermediate filament network. To
date, there are, however, few ‘‘hard data’’ on the structural
organization of intermediate filaments (van Amerongen et al,
1998, p 414; Steinert and Parry, 1999; Parry et al, 2001).
Keratin material properties The primary fibrous structures in
biological materials all belong to a range of polymeric
substances whose molecular chains aggregate into regions
of (para)crystalline order. Keratin and collagen, two im-
portant examples of such fibrous proteins, are character-
ized by an extremely high elastic resilience, i.e., capacity to
absorb and release energy, and strength, i.e., ability to resist
a force without too much change in shape. These properties
are essentially a function of (i) the (para)crystalline molecular
packing and (ii) the three-dimensional higher-order organi-
zation of keratin and collagen (cf. Wainwright et al, 1976,
p 13, 64).
The extraordinary rigidity of keratin allows for maintaining
the dimensions of the stratum corneum cellular, and thereby
also the extracellular, space unaffected by external (i.e.,
mechanical) as well as internal (i.e., osmotic) stress. This may
in turn be vital, as the continuity of the ‘‘crystalline’’ (or gel)
extracellular lipid matrix constituting the skin barrier (Garson
et al, 1991; Bouwstra et al, 1992; Norle´n, 2001a, b, 2002)
may not, under stress conditions, be preserved otherwise.
Stratum corneum mechanical constraints The epidermis
must resist not only tension and compression but also
bending, which represent three quite different kinds of
forces. Exposure to the environment generally creates the
accumulation of a mixture of such limiting strains. Living
support systems, like the stratum corneum, therefore tend to
be designed as ‘‘membrane frameworks’’ in order to create a
force-distribution situation (Wainwright et al, 1976, p 288).
Figure 2
Cryo-electron microscopy reveals native keratin intermediate
filament organization at the nanometer level. High-magnification
electron micrographs of keratin intermediate filaments filling out the cell
cytoplasm at the midportion of the cornified part of human epidermis.
(A, B) Cryo-electron micrograph of vitreous section. (C, D) Conventional
electron micrograph of resin-embedded section. The subfilamentous
molecular architecture can only be guessed in (C, D), whereas in (A, B)
it appears as groups of peripheral electron dense spots surrounding a
central dense dot (A, B, inset box in B). (A, B) Keratin intermediate
filaments appear as  7.8 nm wide (2  center-to-center distance
between peripheral and central electron dense dots in a direction
perpendicular to the section cutting direction) structures with a center-
to-center distance of  16 nm, embedded in a comparatively electron
lucent matrix. In the dehydrated embedded samples (C, D), the
intermediate filaments are clustered together, with consequent dimin-
ished interfilament distances. Open white double-arrow (A): section
cutting direction. Section thicknesses  50 nm (A, B). Scale bars 50
nm (A, C, D), 20 nm (B), 10 nm (side length inset box in B). (D) Adapted
from Brody (1960), with permission.
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A reasonable starting point to understand the structure of
a living system is the least-weight idea, as least weight
implies the use of minimal material in order to perform a
given function. If a structure can be devised in which all
parts are in tension or compression at a given load, then
that structure will be of minimum weight and by inference
also optimally designed. The Michell theorem (Michell,
1904) states that the optimum framework of minimum
weight also is the stiffest of all possible frameworks (i.e., has
the least deflections per unit stress in all parts of the
framework). This is the framework that the stratum corneum
must adopt (i.e., when all existing constraints, mechanical
as well as non-mechanical, has been complied with) in
order to accommodate deflections.
Stratum corneum mechanical design In most cases, the
tensile structures in organisms can be described as parallel
arrays of crystalline polymeric fibers. This is explained by
the fact that (i) the Young’s modulus (i.e., the ratio between
the applied force per unit area and the resulting deformation
of a body) of a crystalline polymer often is two to three
orders of magnitude greater than that of a liquid crystalline
polymer and that (ii) the modulus of oriented crystalline
fibers is another order of magnitude greater still (Wainwright
et al, 1976, p 64). The disadvantage of unidirectional
reinforcement is, however, evident when tensile stress is
applied at right angles to the fiber direction. For example,
the stratum corneum may simultaneously be under com-
pression, bending, and tension. Such situations limit the use
Figure 3
The subfilamentous keratin packing, but not the higher-order filament organization, of viable epidermis resembles that of stratum
corneum. High (A) and medium (B) magnification cryo-transmission electron micrographs of keratin intermediate filaments bundles of the
midportion of native viable epidermis. When cut perpendicularly (B, white asterisk), the keratin intermediate filaments of viable epidermis appear
as  7.8 nm wide electron-dense structures with a median filament center-to-center distance of  11 nm (A). The subfilamentous keratin
intermediate filament architecture consists of one axial subfilament surrounded by an undetermined number of peripheral subfilaments (A, inset) (cf.
Fig 2A,B). Assuming that the electron lucent interfilament space (  4 nm at the narrowest points in A) largely is constituted by a keratin-associated
membrane network (cf. Figs 7 and 8; Supplementary Fig S3 and S4), there is then not enough space for more than a single lipid bilayer (  4 nm)
between apposed keratin intermediate filaments (C). An underlying elongated multi-vesicular (tubular) morphology (D) thereby seems unlikely. The
inset in (A) represents an enlargement of the area marked by an open white arrow. Black asterisk (A): keratin intermediate filament cut along its axis;
open white double-arrow (A, B): section cutting direction. Section thicknesses  50 nm (A, B). Scale bars 20 nm (A), 100 nm (B).
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in the stratum corneum of materials that are stiff and strong
in one or two dimensions only.
Classically, two strategies have been suggested in the
search for isotropy of biomechanical properties. The first
is to combine a series of unidirectional reinforced laminae
with an angular difference between each (e.g., crustacean
cuticle; Gharagozlou-van Ginneken and Bouligand, 1973).
The second is to arrange the fibers in a two- or three-
dimensional random orientation (e.g., classical models of
stratum corneum keratin filament organization; Swanbeck,
1959b; Brody, 1960). The disadvantage of both these
strategies is, however, evident as, for a given load, only a
fraction of the fibers are doing any real work; the rest are
simply adding extra weight and contribute little to the total
strength and stiffness of the tissue.
There exists, however, a third possibility. If the fibers are
arranged isotropically, possibly with isotropically distributed
chemical and/or physical attachment points between the
fibers, into a cubic (para)crystalline polymer lattice, all fibers
would at all loads contribute optimally to the strength and
stiffness of the material and thereby distribute impact loads
throughout the entire lattice, giving the stratum corneum an
optimal strength-to-weight ratio.
Experimental ﬁndings Given the 50–100 nm thickness of
epidermal vitreous cryo-sections, random superposition in
three dimensions of  8 nm thick keratin filaments would
have automatically blurred the cryo-electron micrographs.
Single keratin filaments were, however, clearly distinguished
everywhere in the corneocytes (Fig 2A,B). Consequently,
their three-dimensional distribution cannot be entirely
random. Moreover, no preferred keratin filament direction
could unambiguously be distinguished (Fig 4A,B).
Intriguingly, at medium magnification, the global electron
density pattern of the ‘‘keratin network’’ of cryo-electron
micrographs (Fig 4A,B) resembled two-dimensional projec-
tions of biological membranes with cubic symmetry (Fig
S2D; cf. Fig 4D). In the cryo-electron micrographs it seems,
however, as if protein entities (i.e., keratin filaments) rather
than lipid entities (i.e., membrane bilayers) largely are
responsible for the electron contrast (Fig 4). It may
consequently be constructive to explore the idea that the
‘‘cubic membrane-like’’ electron density pattern of the
‘‘keratin network’’ not foremostly is produced by a lipid
membrane-structure with cubic symmetry, but by a cubic-
like rod-packing of keratin intermediate filaments (Fig 5A–C).
This notion is further supported by the striking similarity
between the cryo-electron density pattern (including its
dimension) of the corneocyte matrix (Fig 4A) and that of
contrast-inverted cryo-transmission electron micrographs
of cubosome monoolein/ethanol/water phases with cubic
(or sponge) symmetry (Fig 4E, scale identical to that of B,
cubosome side lengths  150 nm).
The cubic rod-packing model A body-centered cubic rod-
packing (consisting of four non-intersecting three-fold axes)
is tempting to propose as a first-hand alternative as the
basic principle behind the structural organization of the
Figure 4
The global cryo-electron density pattern of
the stratum corneum keratin intermediate
filament network resembles ‘‘inverted’’ cryo-
transmission electron micrographs of cubic
(or sponge) lipid/water phases. (A, B) Medium-
magnification cryo-transmission electron micro-
graphs of vitreous section of native human
midpart stratum corneum. Note that no preferred
keratin filament (electron dense dots) direction
can be distinguished (A, B), although locally,
seemingly anisotropic zones (cf. lower left
quadrant in A) may coexist with more isotropic
zones. Note further the striking similarity be-
tween the cryo-electron density pattern of the
corneocyte matrix (cf. e.g., A, white square) and
that of contrast-inverted cryo-transmission elec-
tron micrographs of cubosome monoolein/
ethanol/water phases with cubic (or sponge,
L3) symmetry (E, scale identical to that of
B, cubosome side lengths  150 nm). A similar
‘‘cubic-membrane-like’’ or ‘‘sponge-phase-like’’
electron density pattern has not been reported
in classical resin-embedded sections. (C) 4 
4  4 unit cells of an ‘‘inverted’’ membrane with
gyroid cubic symmetry (cf. Supplementary Fig
S2). (D) Mathematical projections ((100)–(511)
directions; section thickness: 0.25 unit cells)
corresponding to 7  7 unit cells of a recon-
structed ‘‘inverted’’ gyroid-based cubic mem-
brane (i.e., ‘‘electron dense’’ (black) patterns
represent projections of the two subspaces (i.e.,
‘‘tunnel-systems’’) separated by a bilayer mem-
brane surface with balanced gyroid cubic sym-
metry). Open white double-arrow (A, B): section
cutting direction. Section thickness  100 nm
(A, B). Scale bars 200 nm (A, B). (E) Adapted
from Spicer et al (2001) with permission. (D)
Adapted from Landh (1996) with permission.
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Figure 5
A cubic rod-packing of filaments would yield the highest possible strength-to-weight ratio and thereby the stiffest possible corneocyte
keratin framework. The body-centered cubic rod-packing possesses the greatest possible accumulation of symmetry elements in three-
dimensional space and is the densest possible isotropic packing of identical cylindrical rods (cf. Andersson and O’Keeffe, 1977). (A) Rod-packing
with body-centered cubic symmetry, consisting of four non-intersecting 3-fold axes. (B) 4  4  4 unit cells of (A). (C) Densest possible isotropic
packing of cylindrical rods in contact. Note that, if cut in a plane perpendicular to one of its four trigonal axes, the body-centered cubic rod-packing
expresses a hexagonal arrangement of the individual rods (C). Adding helical twist to the rods (cf. keratin intermediate filaments) (D) allows for an
even denser, although degenerated, cubic-like filament packing (cf. C), and may, if applied to the stratum corneum, imply an even further improved
tissue energy absorption capacity. Black dots (C, D) represent individual keratin dimer molecules, when keratin intermediate filaments substitute the
‘‘rods’’ (cf. Fig 2A, B, small inset box in B; 3A, inset).
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corneocyte cytoplasm, as it possesses the greatest
possible accumulation of symmetry elements in three-
dimensional space (Andersson and O’Keeffe, 1977) (Fig
5A–C). This is the densest isotropic packing of identical
rods, with a fraction of space occupied by rods in contact of
0.68 (Fig 5C). Further, the body-centered cubic rod-packing
is produced when individual rods are enveloped by a gyroid
cubic surface of symmetry Ia3d (cf. von Schnering and
Nesper, 1990) (cf. Fig 8A; Fig S2A,B, 5A). Of note is that the
body-centered cubic rod-packing expresses a hexagonal
arrangement of the individual rods if cut in a plane perpen-
dicular to one of its four trigonal axes (Fig 5C). Therefore,
in cryo-sections containing keratin filaments packed in
a similar fashion one would expect, occasionally, to find
localized groups of filaments approximately hexagonally
arranged. Overlapping of structures in the thickness dimen-
sion and distortion, foremostly due to compression of the
sections by the diamond knife during cryo-sectioning and
to varying local section thicknesses, may, however, partly
obscure the hexagonal fiber arrangement.
The body-centered cubic rod-packing proposed here
would thus allow the (para)crystalline keratin polymers to
pack in parallel arrays in four principal directions, with the
effect that all stresses applied to the stratum corneum,
however complex, would be optimally distributed through-
out the tissue.
If we assume that the stratum corneum keratin inter-
mediate filaments are helically twisted (Fig 5D) (super coiling
at several hierarchical levels is a characteristic feature of
fibrous proteins, and a 20–23 nm axial repeat has been
observed by electron microscopy on reassembled bovine
snout keratin (Milam and Erickson, 1982; Steven et al, 1985)
and by X-ray diffraction on porcupine quill; Fraser and
MacRae, 1983) this would allow for an even denser (40.68),
although degenerated, cubic-like corneocyte keratin fila-
ment packing. Helically twisted filaments would also imply
a further improved stratum corneum energy absorption
capacity due to increased resilient extensibility.
Corneocyte swelling A cubic-like rod-packing of keratin
filaments in contact (i.e., containing chemical and/or
physical attachment points distributed with cubic-like
symmetry) would only allow for a limited (i.e., a couple of
percent), ‘‘isotropic’’ swelling of the intact corneocyte matrix
upon prolonged water exposure. This is contradicted by the
finding of a more pronounced swelling in the thickness
dimension (  25%) with respect to the lateral dimension
(  2%–3%) of isolated full-thickness stratum corneum
(Norle´n et al, 1997). The more pronounced swelling in the
thickness dimension reported could, however, be explained
by a selective expansion/disruption of the stratum corneum
intercellular space after prolonged water exposure (Warner
et al, 2003).2 Further, the mature corneocytes of the
dominant mid-portion of stratum corneum have recently
been reported to express insignificant (limited to a few
percent) swelling/shrinking in situ (depending on water
osmolarity) upon water exposure.2
Stratum corneum keratin intermediate ﬁlament network
formation—the membrane templating model
Role of intracellular membranes in cell metabolism Any
biologic process has to comply with certain constraints
in terms of location, time, and energy. To accomplish a
biochemical event, the counterparts have to occupy the
same location at a given time point and carry an adequate
amount of energy. In contrast to the in vitro situation,
biological processes are, in vivo, confined to limited
supplies of energy. Further, random encounters can hardly
be relied on as the incidence of in vivo events often by far
exceeds that of in vitro-based predictions (Hyde et al, 1997,
p 244). In fact, in many biological situations ‘‘random
encounter chemistry’’ is simply excluded as the substrate
concentration does not significantly exceed that of its
enzyme. Consequently, in living cells there may exist a close
connection between cellular architecture and most, and
possibly all, of the metabolic machinery. It has therefore
been argued that local ‘‘domains’’ and microenvironments
in the aqueous cell compartments and their surroundings
are not only important but represent conditions that must
first be studied and described before an understanding of
metabolism and its regulation is possible (Sols and Marco,
1970, p 228; Clegg, 1984, p R147).
Continuous hyperbolic membrane forms (e.g., with cubic
symmetry) partition cell space into a number of discrete
‘‘domains’’ or microenvironments (Landh, 1996). They further
express an extremely large surface-to-volume ratio. One
crucial advantage of extensive hyperbolic membrane sys-
tems may thus be to provide a very large surface onto which
enzymes and their substrates may be associated, thereby
preventing their precipitation in a crowded cellular milieu (cf.
Atkinson, 1969, p 29). Furthermore, spatio-temporal organi-
zation of biomolecular complexes by a hyperbolic mem-
brane surface may constitute a major factor optimizing and
controlling their activities. Entities that possess weak
interactive faculties on their own may, when collected on a
hyperbolic surface, act cooperatively. The interaction could
be delicately tuned by slight membrane curvature changes.
Further, the curvature gradient along the hyperbolic mem-
brane surface, as well as the absolute curvature locally, offer
wide possibilities of selective and precise protein targeting
(Hyde et al, 1997, p 244–246). The oscillating standing-wave
character of hyperbolic membranes with three-dimensional
cubic symmetry (Jacob et al, 1997; Larsson, 1997) poten-
tially also presents ample means of selective and fast
cellular signal transduction (e.g., via local membrane curva-
ture change-induced global membrane-oscillation frequency
changes) and transport (e.g., via synchronized membrane
surface oscillation-induced unidirectional flux of biomaterial
in the cubic membrane tunnel systems).
Keratin intermediate ﬁlament interactions with lipid membra-
nes Electron microscopic examination of resin-embedded
tissues and cultured cells has revealed a general close
spatial association of intermediate filaments with membrane
structures in situ (Traub, 1985). Further, keratin is closely
associated to lipids in vivo. For example, intracellular
glycosphingolipids (e.g., gluboside) co-localizes with keratin
in keratinocytes. The association of glycosphingolipids with
keratin intermediate filaments persists during mitosis as
2Richter T, Peukert C, Sattler M, et al: Dead but highly
dynamic—the stratum corneum is divided into three morphological
zones. J Invest Dermatol, 2003 (submitted)
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well as after treatment with colcemide, suggesting a rather
strong affinity between lipids and intermediate filaments
(Gillard et al, 1992). Also, anticytokeratin antibodies have
revealed that cytokeratin-filaments first appear in associa-
tion with germinal lipid vesicle mass and mitochondrial
membrane mass in oocytes in early midstage I (Gard et al,
1997). Furthermore, intermediate filaments (vimentin) en-
riched in cytoskeletal frameworks by Triton X-100 extraction
are typically heavily contaminated with lipids (Traub et al,
1985, 1987). The only evidence for covalent attachment is,
however, the inability to remove attached radiolabeled lipids
by exhaustive organic solvent extraction (Omary et al, 1998,
p 122). Also, a strong mechanical labilization of intermediate
filament organization by lipid vesicles has been reported
in vitro (Perides et al, 1986a, b). Isolated N-terminal inter-
mediate filament polypeptides have further been shown to
express strong reactivity with lipid vesicles (Traub et al,
1986, p 10558).
Consequently, there are reasons to assume that keratin
intermediate filaments are closely associated with lipid
membranes in vivo structurally (electron microscopic
evidence; heavy lipid contamination of extracted intermedi-
ate filaments), functionally (strong labilization of intermedi-
ate filament organization by lipid vesicles in vitro), and
dynamically (lipid association to keratin persists during
mitosis).
Keratin intermediate ﬁlament dynamics Despite their sup-
posed mechanical cytoskeletal function, keratins are sur-
prisingly dynamical structures (Paramio and Jorcano, 1994,
p 319). In epithelial cells, centrally located keratin inter-
mediate filaments exhibit slow oscillations and undulations,
and there are unidirectional fluctuations of diffuse and
particulate keratin. Furthermore, individual keratin tonofi-
brils can change their shapes, frequently appearing to
propagate waveforms along their long axes. Since these
wave movements continue in both nocodazole (microtubuli-
disrupting drug) and cytochalasin B (microfilament-disrupt-
ing drug), it has been suggested that they represent inherent
motile properties of keratin tonofibrils (Windoffer and Leube,
1999).
In epithelial cells, keratin intermediate filaments appear
to be disrupted during mitosis, resulting in the formation of
densely packed granular particles with a diameter of 5–16
nm (Franke et al, 1982). This structural change involves the
initial reduction of the length of keratin intermediate filament
bundles into shorter ‘‘tufts’’, followed by the inclusion of
intermediate filament proteins into granules, and, finally,
reversions of these phenomena during anaphase to
telophase stages (Franke et al, 1982). These structural
transitions are reminiscent of the dramatic reorganization of
intermediate filaments during cold-treatment (Schliwa and
Euteneuer, 1979), embryogenesis (Fox and Whitear, 1986),
cell migration, and tissue proliferation (Windoffer and
Leube, 1999). Further, in living cells, there seems to be a
dynamic exchange between disassembled subunits and
filamentous polymer with a characteristic time in the minute
range (Vikstrom et al, 1992).
Both (i) the pronounced dynamics (wave-like oscillations
and fluctuations) and (ii) the fast (minute range), spatio-
temporally precisely controlled, disintegration/reintegration
of intermediate filaments recorded in vivo (cf. Vikstrom et al,
1992), are difficult to explain by a random-encounter self-
assembly/disassembly process. It may be noted that
reversed bicontinuous cubic lipid/water phases can be
described as three-dimensional standing wave motions
(Jacob et al, 1997; Larsson, 1997) (N.B. the lipid composi-
tion of cellular membranes is often close to that of mixtures
forming reversed bicontinuous cubic lipid/water phases
in vitro; Lindblom and Rilfors, 1989, pp 243–252, cf. Supple-
mentary Appendix). Further, as the thermodynamics of
structural transformations involving membranes with hyper-
bolic symmetry are related to curvature energy (Hyde et al,
1997, pp 157–159), asymmetrical objects (e.g., proteins)
that bind to both sides of the lipid bilayer could play
a regulatory role (cf. Fournier, 1996). These dynamical
transformations could thus be finely tuned by subtle stimuli
and very fast (momentary, as they essentially represent
phase transitions). The presence in keratinocytes in vivo of
an oscillating cubic-like membrane system functioning as a
keratin structuring and motor element proposed here may
therefore not only explain the wave-like dynamics and
fluctuations of keratin but also the recorded fast filament
disintegration/reintegration.
Keratin network formation The keratin subunit incorporation
into keratin intermediate filament networks is rapid (minute
range) and takes place simultaneously throughout the cell
cytoplasm (Miller et al, 1991, 1993). Intriguingly, keratin1/
keratin10 (the dominant keratin dimer pair of upper
epidermis) is unable to generate a normal cytoskeleton
when expressed in transfected fibroblasts. When trans-
fected into epithelial cells, however, they frequently coin-
tegrate with the endogenous keratin network into a well-
developed cytoskeleton (Paramio and Jorcano, 1994, p
319). This suggests that the keratin1/keratin10 pair is unable
to form a keratin network on its own and that mimicking the
endogenous in vivo situation requires pre-existing structur-
ing elements.
Keratin in vitro assembly Intermediate filament proteins are,
unlike microtubules and microfilaments, quite insoluble in
non-denaturating buffers, and the in vitro assembly and
disassembly of intermediate filaments therefore cannot be
studied under close to ‘‘physiological conditions’’ (Martys
et al, 1999).
Further, a characteristic feature of in vitro assembled
intermediate filaments is their pronounced structural poly-
morphism. For example, the mass-per-length ratios of
in vitro assembled intermediate filaments vary considerably
both along and between individual filaments (Herrmann et al,
1996). For desmin, the number of subunits per filament
cross-section is not fixed but is determined by the exact
assembly conditions employed (Herrmann and Aebi, 1999,
p 1422). Further, intermediate filament in vitro assembly is
strikingly temperature sensitive, where minor changes in
temperature (a few degree celsius) can lead to quite
different mass-per-length type filaments (Herrmann and
Aebi, 1999, p 1419). Moreover, the number of subunits
along one and the same filament can vary significantly
according to the mode of initiation of filament assemb-
ly (Herrmann and Aebi, 2000, pp 80–81). Specifically for
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keratin, a progressive occurrence of increasingly complex
oligomers has been reported for keratins 1 and 10 in a
buffer system that yields a low assembly rate (Steinert,
1991). Also, assembly of keratins 5 and 14 in 4 M urea gives
rise to a mixture of higher-order structures (Coulombe and
Fuchs, 1990).
The simplest interpretation of the higher degree of
polymorphism in vitro with respect to the situation in vivo
is that some degree of specificity in vivo has been lost
in vitro (cf. Parry and Steinert, 1999, p 172). Here, we propose
that this ‘‘lost specificity’’ essentially is represented by a
hyperbolic lipid/protein membrane bilayer ‘‘phase’’ with
cubic symmetry ‘‘templating’’ the structural organization
and dynamics of keratin, like most other intermediate fila-
ment proteins, in vivo.
Experimental ﬁndings In conventional electron micrographs
of chemically fixed resin-embedded cells, the cytoplasmic
space is recognized as a merely amorphous, wispy, or
flocculent substance (Kondo, 1995, p 397). But already in
the early 1980s a freeze-replica work of directly frozen
cultured cells revealed the occurrence of a ‘‘granular
material’’ filling the space surrounding the cytoskeleton
(Heuser and Kirschner, 1980). This was later confirmed in
electron micrographs of rapid frozen freeze-substituted
cells. The granular material was reported to be uniformly
distributed throughout the cytoplasm and to take up all
residual cell space between filaments. In these studies, the
diameter of individual granules was extremely variable,
ranging from 4 to 27 nm with a mean of 15 nm. Further,
the granular ground substance was readily extractable
by various treatments, quickly lost upon cell lysis, and
obscured by primary fixation in aqueous aldehyde (Bridg-
man and Reese, 1984, pp 1659–1666), which may explain
why, usually, it is not observed in conventional micrographs
of chemically fixed epidermis (cf. Norle´n et al, 2003).
Figure 6 shows, at medium magnification, the keratino-
cyte cytoplasm from the mid-part of native vitreous human
volar forearm epidermis. A most striking feature was the
omnipresence of a low-electron density multigranular
structure (white arrows) filling the space between electron-
dense keratin intermediate filament bundles (TF) (Fig 6). At
high magnification, the low electron density multigranular
structure, or ‘‘particle complex’’, presented a comparatively
narrow morphologic distribution, both with respect to
particle size (  15 nm, excluding ribosomes as the under-
lying structure) and interparticle (center–center) distance
( 25 nm) (Fig S3A, white arrows). An underlying non-
random particle organization was further inferred by the
visualization, in 50–100 nm thick vitreous sections, of
distinct ‘‘15 nm particles’’ (Fig 6; Fig S3A). This could be
explained if we assume that the biomaterial constituting
these ‘‘particles’’ is not freely diffusing in the keratinocyte
cytoplasm but associated to a continuous structuring
system possessing three-dimensional symmetry (e.g., an
endoplasmatic reticulum-like hyperbolic membrane system
with a small lattice parameter (  25 nm)1 (Fig S3B). A small
lattice parameter (o30 nm) hyperbolic cubic-like membrane
system would normally be blurred in 50–100 nm thick cryo-
sections due to superposition of several membrane unit
cells in the thickness dimension. But in fortuitous situations,
i.e., when both membrane lattice parameter, membrane
orientation in the cryo-section, local section thickness,
electron dose, and underfocus happen to be optimal,
concomitantly, for cryo-electron microscopic visualization,
it might be possible to obtain a glimpse, locally, of the
underlying cytoplasmic organization (Fig 7A, white square).
Our tentative interpretation is that the periodic ‘‘multi-
circular’’ optical density pattern of Fig 7A (white square)
corresponds to a continuous hyperbolic membrane struc-
ture, or ‘‘nanoreticulum’’, with cubic symmetry and small
unit cell size (  20 nm) (B). The similarity with the primitive
(P-type) multicontinuous cubic membrane system with a
large unit cell size (315 nm) in chloroplasts of green algae
(McLean and Pessoney, 1970; Hyde et al, 1997, pp 277–
278) (Fig 7C; Fig S4A,B) is striking (cf. Supplementary
Appendix). Further, the ‘‘amorphous’’ appearance in Fig 7A
of remaining interfilamentous (white asterisk) and nuclear
(N) space does not mean that these could not be highly
structured too.
The low electron density multigranular structure or
‘‘particle complex’’ showed no clear interface toward keratin
intermediate filament bundles (TF). Instead, at apparent
active transition sites (Fig S4C), the keratin filaments
seemed, via the formation of small ‘‘tufts’’ of short keratin
filament bundles (white arrows), to transform directly into
the low electron density granular structure (Fig S4D; cf.
Franke et al, 1982).
In intermediate filament bundles from viable cell
layers, keratin filaments appear, when cut approximately
Figure6
A low electron density multigranular structure fills the space
between electron-dense keratin intermediate filament bundles in
native vitreous epidermis. Medium-magnification cryo-transmission
electron micrograph of vitreous section of native human midpart
epidermis. Thin white arrows: low electron density multigranular
structure; N: nucleus; TF: keratin intermediate filament ‘‘bundles’’; G:
Golgi-like complex; open white double-arrow: section cutting direction.
Section thickness  100 nm. Scale bar 200 nm.
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perpendicularly, as  8 nm wide electron dense structures
with a median repeat distance of  11 nm, embedded in a
comparatively electron lucent matrix (Fig 3A). In such
bundles, the interfilament space, or electron lucent matrix,
may therefore have a thickness of not more than  4 nm at
the narrowest points between individual filaments. Assum-
ing that the electron lucent interfilament space largely
is constituted by a keratin-associated lipid complex (cf.
below), we may conclude that there is not enough space
for more than a single conceivable lipid bilayer membrane
structure (  4 nm) between apposed keratin intermediate
filaments (Fig 3C). An underlying elongated multi-vesicular
(tubular) morphology (i.e., where two lipid bilayers separate
adjacent keratin filaments, Fig 3D) is thereby excluded.
Membrane templating Templating generally refers to the
process where a molecular form is constructed from a
pattern set by a ‘‘templating’’ molecule (Hyde et al, 1997,
p 339). The biomineralization process in sea-urchins is one
example. Unlike classical crystals, the fracture faces of the
convoluted networks of the sea-urchins’ magnesium-rich
calcite bear no relation to the crystallographic planes in the
calcite atomic structure. Instead, these calcite deposits
form a continuous hyperbolic structure with cubic-like
symmetry, undoubtedly serving to reduce skeletal brittle-
ness by optimizing the strength-to-weight ratio (Hyde et al,
1997, pp 344–347).
Regular networks of protein material are interwoven
with membranes with hyperbolic cubic symmetry in e.g.,
thylacoids (Fig S4A,B) (McLean and Pessoney, 1970).
Despite the separate origins of the membrane and protein
materials (thylacoid and stroma), the protein part seems to
change its topology in register with the ‘‘templating’’
membrane part during structural transitions (Fig S4A,B)
(Hyde et al, 1997, pp 277–278). Further, protein crystals, as
well as ‘‘amorphous protein material’’, can evolve directly
from cubic membranes serving as crystallization templates
or ‘‘protein reservoirs’’, in e.g., leucoplasts of root tip cells
(Newcomb, 1967; Landh, 1996, p 146). An observation is
that only one of the two spaces defined by the cubic
membrane seems to be involved in these processes (Hyde
et al, 1997, p 280).
X-ray diffraction Wide-angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD) ex-
periments on isolated mammalian stratum corneum have
not been able to identify the 0.51 nm reflection character-
istic of a-keratin. Instead, depending on sample site and
experimental conditions, two strong, diffuse maxima corre-
sponding to 0.94–1.0 and 0.45–0.46 nm, respectively, have
been reported (Swanbeck, 1959b; Wilkes et al, 1973; White
et al, 1988; Garson et al, 1991; Bouwstra et al, 1992). If the
structural organization of the keratin network in the non-
equilibrium situation in vivo essentially were determined, not
by spontaneous self-assembly of keratin molecules into
crystalline aggregates, but by ‘‘templating’’ by a membrane
surface with hyperbolic cubic-like symmetry, the non-
existence of a perfect a-keratin WAXD pattern would seem
less surprising due to a non-parallel (i.e., the coiled-coil
keratin dimers would pack together at an angle rather than
exactly parallel; cf. Crick, 1953), looser paracrystalline
arrangement.
Small-angle X-ray diffraction (SAXD) has revealed strong,
but diffuse, maxima foremostly attributed to protein struc-
tures at 8.6–9.5, 12.5–14.5, and 25.0–27.0 nm, respectively,
in human stratum corneum (Swanbeck, 1959a, b; Bouwstra
et al, 1991; Garson et al, 1991). Further, the diffraction pattern
of wool (which does express the 0.51 nm reflection
characteristic of a-keratin) has indicated a two-stranded
coiled-coil structure with a pitch length of  14–17 nm (Parry
and Steinert, 1999, p 123). Again, possible ‘‘templating’’ by a
cubic membrane surface as the key principle behind
(para)crystalline keratin organization in the stratum corneum
may explain the absence of sharp reflections corresponding
to a supposed keratin dimer pitch length of  14–17 nm.
The observed diffuse 25.0–27.0 nm keratin reflection of
stratum corneum does not fit well with the supposed axial
Figure 7
A periodic membrane structure with a small lattice parameter
(  20 nm) may be present in the native keratinocyte cytoplasm. (A)
High-magnification cryo-transmission electron micrograph of vitreous
section of native human midpart epidermis. Note the periodic ‘‘multi-
circular’’ electron density pattern of the cytoplasmic space (white
square). It is tentatively proposed that it represents a continuous
hyperbolic membrane structure with small lattice parameter (  20 nm)
and cubic-like symmetry (cf. B). Note further its similarity with the
primitive (P-type, cf. B) cubic membrane system (lattice parameter 315
nm) in chloroplasts of green algae (inset C) (cf. McLean and Pessoney,
1970; Hyde et al, 1997, pp 277–278) (cf. Supplementary Fig S4A,B).
The ‘‘amorphous’’ appearance of the remaining interfilamentous- (white
asterisk) and nuclear (N) space does not exclude that these may be
highly structured too (cf. B). Note the characteristic ‘‘railway track’’
cryo-electron density pattern of individual  4 nm thick lipid bilayers
(solid arrowheads). The electron-dense lines (  1 nm thick) corre-
spond to lipid headgroups. (B) Schematic illustration of 4  4  4 unit
cells of a balanced primitive-based (P) cubic membrane system; solid
black arrowhead (A) outer nuclear membrane; solid white arrowhead
(A) inner nuclear membrane; thin white arrow (A) folded part of outer
nuclear membrane, or endoplasmatic reticulum; open white double-
arrow (A) section cutting direction. Section thickness (A)  50 nm.
Scale bar (A) 50 nm. (C) Adapted from McLean and Pessoney (1970)
with permission.
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repeat of keratin intermediate filaments, measured to
20–23 nm by electron microscopy on in vitro reassembled
bovine snout keratin (Milam and Erickson, 1982; Steven
et al, 1985) and by X-ray diffraction on porcupine quill
(Fraser and MacRae, 1983). One might speculate that,
instead, it may reflect the unit cell dimension of a ‘‘temp-
lated’’ (para)crystalline keratin filament network with cubic-
like symmetry, which also would explain the diffuse
character of the SAXD pattern. Assuming a gyroid-based
unit cell side length of  25 nm, this could, tentatively,
also explain the diffuse 8.6–9.5 nm maxima (cf. Garson
et al, 1991) (25/81/2¼8.8) and the hitherto lipid-attributed
6.4–6.5 nm maxima (cf. Bouwstra et al, 1991; Garson et al,
1991) (25/141/2¼ 6.7; 25/161/2¼6.3). The problem of index-
ing the diffuse lines discussed above is, however, evident.
The membrane templating model The reported puzzling,
but characteristic, (a) keratin lipid association, (b) keratin
dynamics and structural transformations, (c) keratin network
subunit incorporation, (d) keratin polymorphism, (e) native
keratin morphology (Figs 4A,B; 6; Fig S3A; Fig S4C,D),
(f) occurrence of a periodic membrane structure with a
small lattice parameter in the native keratinocyte cytoplasm
(Fig 7A), (g) absence of a typical a-keratin WAXD pattern
in isolated stratum corneum, and (h) occurrence of cubic
membrane protein templating processes in other biosys-
tems underline that the here proposed involvement of a
‘‘templating’’ membrane structure with a small lattice
parameter and cubic-like symmetry in stratum corneum
keratin network formation merits consideration.
Further, transient electric birefringence in vitro measure-
ments on different intermediate filament proteins (desmin,
vimentin and glial fibrillary acidic protein) have revealed the
presence of structures with a permanent dipole moment
and a length of about 45 nm (i.e., the length of single
intermediate filament dimer molecules) (van Amerongen
et al, 1998, p 412). Due to such inherent dimer polarity and
rod shape, keratin cannot spontaneously self-assemble into
a condensed structure with isotropic cubic-like symmetry
(neither, in fact, into a two- or three-dimensional condensed
random network). Therefore, the cubic rod-packing model
inherently implies that there has been a surface template
present at some decisive stage during the keratin network
formation process (Fig 8A,B).
Tentative detailed description of the formation and
structural organization of the corneocyte matrix Tenta-
tively (N.B. the detailed description of the proposed
formation and three-dimensional organization of the stratum
corneum corneocyte matrix outlined below is but one out of
many possible, all sharing the basic concepts of membrane
templating and cubic-like rod-packing of keratin intermedi-
ate filaments), the corneocyte matrix may be viewed as
a (membrane)/keratin/filaggrin/water complex/latticework
with degenerated cubic-like symmetry, where the orienta-
tion and twist of each individual keratin coiled-coil dimer
molecule is, or has been, partly, or even predominantly,
determined by the local geometry of a cubic membrane
‘‘template’’ surface (i.e., ‘‘crystallization’’ or ‘‘nucleation’’ sur-
face) being physically present at least during the formation
process (Fig 8A).
The keratin dimer molecules would thus be ‘‘solubilized’’
in a filaggrin/water matrix (i.e., a viscous gel) inside a bilayer
membrane system with gyroid cubic symmetry (Fig 8B). The
total system would consequently form a ‘‘nanocomposite’’
(membrane)/keratin/filaggrin/water structure (cf. insect cu-
ticle, in which a crystalline polymeric fiber is embedded in a
highly cross-linked polymer matrix) with degenerated cubic-
like symmetry. The ‘‘nanocomposite’’ structure would thus
combine (a) the low compression resistance and high strain
resistance of keratin intermediate filaments, (b) the high
compression resistance and low strain resistance of the
keratin ‘‘solubilizing’’ viscous filaggrin/water gel, with (c) an
optimal isotropic higher-order orientation of the keratin
intermediate filaments (when geometrically treated as
cylinders). At the same time, and of no less importance,
Figure 8
Membrane templating. A degenerated body-centered cubic-like rod-packing (C) is produced when individual rods (e.g., keratin intermediate
filaments) are enveloped (B) by a gyroid cubic surface (central surface) of symmetry Ia3d (A) (cf. von Schnering and Nesper, 1990). The cubic rod-
packing model is in accordance both with the presence (B) and with the absence (C) of a lipid bilayer membrane with cubic symmetry (A) enveloping
each individual keratin intermediate filament (B) in the mature corneocyte matrix. Note that the keratin rods all possess the same chirality in (C)
because they have all been formed (B) in only one of the two subvolumes of the membrane structure with gyroid cubic symmetry (A). Black dots (B,
C) represent individual keratin dimer molecules.
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the cubic lipid bilayer membrane could, if still present in
the mature, low-hydrated corneocyte matrix (  20–40 wt%
water; Warner et al, 1988; von Zglinicki et al, 1993; Caspers
et al, 2001), offer a very large surface onto which the keratin
molecules could be plated, thereby preventing their pre-
cipitation as amorphous aggregates in a water-restricted
cellular milieu.
‘‘Isotropic’’ cubic-like rod-packing of twisted filaments
inside a single bilayer membrane with gyroid cubic
symmetry could either take place in only one or in both
the subvolumes separated by the membrane surface. If
both subvolumes were packed with twisted filaments, half
of the filaments would possess a right-handed twist and the
other half a left-handed twist. Keratin intermediate filaments
are, however, supposed to be uniquely single handed (Parry
and Steinert, 1999, p 161). We therefore, tentatively,
propose that during keratin network morphogenesis, only
one of the two subvolumes of the postulated ‘‘templating’’
membrane with cubic symmetry is occupied by keratin
intermediate filaments, all possessing the same handed-
ness of their twist (Fig 8B). The closest distance between
the individual keratin intermediate filament rods would then
be determined by the relative size of the two subvolumes (of
which one is occupied essentially by the keratin filaments
(and some water, and possibly also filaggrin/profilaggrin)
and the other by filaggrin/profilaggrin and/or substantial
amounts of water) (cf. Fig 8B). By ‘‘shrinking’’ the subvolume
not occupied by keratin intermediate filaments through
parallel displacement of the cubic membrane surface,
the keratin intermediate filaments would come closer
and, eventually, into direct contact as the subvolume
not occupied by keratin intermediate filaments vanishes
(Fig S5A–D). Such a selective ‘‘shrinkage’’ of the filaggrin/
profilaggrin and/or water-dominated subvolume may not
only offer a powerful mechanism to ‘‘tune’’ (i.e., control) the
density of the keratin intermediate filament packing but may
also be responsible for (and control) the measured dramatic
reduction in cell water content at the interface between
stratum granulosum and stratum corneum (from  70%
(wt/wt) water concentration in uppermost stratum granulo-
sum to  40% in the lowermost stratum corneum; Warner
et al, 1988; von Zglinicki et al, 1993; Caspers et al, 2001). It
could also explain the measured reduction in cell volume
between stratum granulosum keratinocytes and mature
stratum corneum corneocytes (keratinocyte cell volume:
 700–900 mm3; corneocyte cell volume:  400–450 mm3;
Mehm, 1999;2 personal communication with Dr. Roger
Wepf).
Further, the hypothesis of a chiral keratin intermediate
filament degenerated cubic-like rod-packing (i.e., that all
keratin intermediate filaments possess the same twist) is
indirectly suggested by the cryo-electron density pattern
of native stratum corneum (Fig S6A), which sometimes,
locally, seems to express components of a cholesteric
arrangement (cf. Fig S6B). In this context, the analogy to
cholesteric blue phases of cholesteryl esters, characterized
by a three-dimensional pseudo-lattice (cf. Sethna, 1985)
possessing components of both cubic and chiral symmetry
(cf. Hyde et al, 1997, pp 190–191, 212), and that, notably,
are not formed in racemic mixtures, may find some
justification.
The transformation in the viable epidermis of one-
dimensional keratin intermediate filament bundles (cf. Fig
3A), via short keratin filament ‘‘tufts’’ (cf. Fig S4C–D, white
arrows) and keratin-enriched ‘‘particle complexes’’ (cf. Fig
S3A) (cf. Franke et al, 1982), into a corneocyte keratin
network with cubic-like three-dimensional symmetry (cf.
Fig 4A,B) would, according to the membrane templating
model, include a hexagonal to cubic-like membrane
transition. Such a transition occurs, for example, in the
endoplasmatic reticulum of compactin-resistant UT-1 cells
derived from Chinese hamster ovary cells (Pathak et al,
1986; Landh, 1996, pp 170–171). In the epidermis, a
transition mechanism based on intersection-free hexagonal
to cubic membrane folding (Fig S7a) may, however, be
regarded as unlikely, due to the limited space (  4 nm)
available between adjacent keratin filaments in tonofilament
bundles (Fig 3A,D). The possibility remains, however, of a
more traditional ‘‘phase transition’’ (i.e., including topology
change and surface intersection) from a reversed hexagonal
(HII) to a reversed cubic-like (V2) (Fig S7B,C) (cf. Larsson,
1994, pp 47–80) liquid crystalline lipid/water/keratin/filag-
grin ‘‘phase’’ (i.e., with a small lattice parameter, o30 nm),1
and where lipid composition, therefore, in conformity with
lipid/water in vitro phases (10–30 nm), may constitute a
major lattice size determining factor (cf. Supplementary
Appendix).
For a schematic overview of the cubic rod-packing and
membrane templating model, see Fig 9.
Comparison with classical models The fundamental
difference between classical models and the cubic rod-
packing and membrane templating model lies in that the
latter proposes (a) that the corneocyte matrix possesses an
extremely high degree of symmetry, as opposed to classical
models that envisage the corneocyte matrix as being
essentially randomly organized in two (Swanbeck, 1959b)
or three (Brody, 1960) dimensions, and (b) that membrane
templating lies behind keratin network morphogenesis,
rather than spontaneous random-encounter self-assembly
of keratin molecules.
The main advantages of the cubic rod-packing model
with respect to classical models are that:
(1) It is in accordance with cryo-transmission electron
micrographs of native vitreous epidermis (note further
that Figs 2 and 4 exclude a perfectly random keratin
orientation in two or three dimensions as well as a one-
or two-dimensional cholesteric arrangement; cf. Bouli-
gand, 1972);
(2) It is physically as well as physiologically advantageous
(a cubic rod-packing of filaments yields the highest
possible strength-to-weight ratio and thereby the stiffest
possible corneocyte keratin framework);
(3) A physically as well as physiologically relevant formation
process (i.e., cubic membrane templating) can be
envisaged (cf. below);
(4) It could explain the swelling behavior of corneocytes
in situ (cf. Richter et al, 2003);
(5) Symmetry is a basic feature of natural organization from
the atomic to the astronomic scale.
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The main advantages of the membrane templating model
with respect to classical models are that:
(1) It is in accordance with cryo-transmission electron
micrographs of native vitreous epidermis (the native
corneocyte in situ organization of keratin intermediate
filaments is closely reminiscent of the ‘‘inverted’’ cryo-
electron density pattern of hyperbolic membrane lipid/
water phases with cubic symmetry; cf. Spicer et al,
2001, cf. Fig 4);
(2) It is physically as well as physiologically advantageous
as it would allow for an extremely fast (phase transition)
and finely tuned (curvature controlled) keratin network
formation process;
(3) There is evidence from other biological systems of (a)
networks of protein material interwoven with mem-
branes with hyperbolic cubic symmetry (cf. Fig S4A, B)
(McLean and Pessoney, 1970), where the interwoven
protein network seems to change its topology in register
with the membrane network (Hyde et al, 1997, pp 277–
278), and of (b) protein crystals, as well as ‘‘amorphous
protein material’’, evolving directly from cubic mem-
branes serving as crystallization templates or ‘‘protein
reservoirs’’, respectively (Newcomb, 1967; Landh, 1996,
p 146).
(4) A candidate periodic ‘‘template’’ membrane structure
with a small lattice parameter (  20 nm) has been
identified in native keratinocytes (cf. Fig 7);
(5) It could explain (a) the absence of a typical a-keratin
WAXD pattern in, and (b) the reported SAXD pattern of,
isolated stratum corneum;
(6) Keratin dimer molecules are rod shaped and possess
a strong dipole moment, and can, therefore, neither
spontaneously self-assemble into a crystalline lattice
with cubic-like symmetry (as suggested by Fig 4) nor
into a two- or three-dimensional random network (cf.
Swanbeck, 1959b; Brody, 1960);
(7) It could explain (a) the close spatial association of
intermediate filaments with membrane structures in situ
(Traub, 1985), (b) the close chemical association of
keratin to lipids in vivo (Gillard et al, 1992), and why (c)
intermediate filaments enriched in cytoskeletal frame-
works by Triton X-100 extraction are heavily contami-
nated with lipids (Traub et al, 1985);
(8) It could explain the reported strong mechanical labiliza-
tion of intermediate filament organization by lipid vesi-
cles in vitro (Perides et al, 1986a; Perides et al, 1986b);
(9) It could explain why keratin1/keratin10 is unable to
generate a normal cytoskeleton when expressed in
transfected fibroblasts but frequently cointegrate with
the endogenous keratin network into a well-developed
cytoskeleton when transfected into epithelial cells
(Paramio and Jorcano, 1994, p 319);
Figure9
Schematic overview of the cubic rod-packing and membrane
templating model for stratum corneum keratin structure, function,
and formation. Note that this detailed description is but one out of
many possible, all sharing the basic concepts of membrane templating
and cubic-like rod-packing of keratin intermediate filaments. Step I: the
keratinocyte cytoplasm is proposed to contain an extended ‘‘endo-
plasmatic reticulum’’, or ‘‘nanoreticulum’’, with small lattice parameter
(  20 nm) and cubic-like symmetry (cf. Fig 7). Note that balanced
primitive (lower left) and balanced gyroid (lower right) cubic surfaces
(i.e., ‘‘the membrane mid-surface’’) can be isometrically transformed
(i.e, with local angles and distances preserved) into each other via
the Bonnet transformation (Hyde et al, 1997, pp 27–31). The transition
in vivo between small lattice parameter (o30 nm) cubic membrane
systems with primitive and gyroid symmetry could therefore occur at an
extremely low (approaching zero) bending energy cost, a fact that is
further underlined by the low enthalpy difference between primitive (P),
gyroid (G), and diamond (D) cubic lipid/water equilibrium phases
(cubosomes can, e.g., vary their symmetry extensively within a single
‘‘equilibrium’’-, or long-term non-equilibrium-, system; personal com-
munications with Professor Ka˚re Larsson). Note further that a balanced
cubic surface (lower right ‘‘membrane mid-surface’’) is transformed into
an imbalanced cubic surface (upper ‘‘membrane mid-surface’’) simply
by parallel displacement of the membrane mid-surface (i.e., selective
shrinkage/swelling of one of the two subvolumes separated by the
hyperbolic membrane surface) (cf. Fig S5, upper row). Step II:
particulate keratin, and metabolic machinery, association to a small
lattice parameter cubic membrane ‘‘template’’ surface (cf. Fig 6;
Fig S3). Step III: fast, highly dynamic, reversible transitions between
hexagonal (‘‘filamentous’’) and cubic (‘‘particulate’’) forms of the
membrane/keratin/water(/filaggrin) complex (cf. Fig S4D). Step IV: final
irreversible ‘‘template’’ transition of the membrane/keratin/water(/
filaggrin) complex into a nanocomposite pseudo-cubic chiral (here
right-handed) membrane/filament structure at the interface between
stratum granulosum and stratum corneum (T) (cf. Fig 8C). Step V:
possible keratin filament close-packing (cf. Fig S5, lower row) and
disparition/degradation of the ‘‘templating’’ cubic membrane sur-
face (cf. Fig S5, upper row), yielding the mature ‘‘isotropic’’ keratin
organization of the corneocyte matrix (cf. Figs 2A,B and 4A,B).
Double-headed black arrows: reversible transition; N, nucleus; SB,
stratum basale; SS, stratum spinosum; SG, stratum granulosum; T,
transition cell layer (between SG and SC, cf. Fig 1C); SC, stratum
corneum. The scales are not normalized throughout the schematic
drawing, neither within, nor between, steps I–V.
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(10) It could explain (a) the pronounced polymorphism of
intermediate filaments assembled in vitro (Steinert,
1991; Herrmann and Aebi, 1999, 2000), (b) why inter-
mediate filament proteins are insoluble in non-denatur-
ating buffers (and thereby cannot be studied at close to
‘‘physiological conditions’’) (Martys et al, 1999, p 1289),
and (c) why  8 nm thick intermediate filaments have
never been generated in vitro (Parry and Steinert, 1999);
(11) It could explain the reported keratin dynamics (oscilla-
tions and undulations of keratin filaments as well as of
diffuse and particulate keratin; Windoffer and Leube,
1999) and structural transformations (complete disin-
tegration/reintegration of intermediate filaments with a
characteristic time in the minute range; Schliwa and
Euteneuer, 1979; Franke et al, 1982; Fox and Whitear,
1986; Vikstrom et al, 1992);
(12) It could explain the measured (a) reduction in cell
volume, as well as (b) dramatically decreased hydration
level, between stratum granulosum keratinocytes and
mature stratum corneum corneocytes (cf. Fig S5)
(Mehm, 1999; Richter et al, 2003).
(13) Templating is ubiquitous in nature (Hyde et al, 1997,
pp 339–347).
Future experiments Computerized cryo-electron tomo-
graphy on vitreous epidermal sections, a highly promising
method that, unfortunately, has yet to be developed (tissue
vitrification has, until recently; Norle´n et al, 2003; Al-Amoudi
et al, 2004, represented one major obstacle), may be a
direct way of testing the propositions made in the cubic rod-
packing and membrane templating model.
Materials and Methods
The study was approved by the author’s Institutional Review Board
and was conducted according to Declaration of Helsinki principles.
Tissue preparation Skin biopsies were taken during the winter of
2002/2003 from the mid-portion of the left volar forearm of four
healthy (as judged by dermatological examination) Caucasian male
subjects (25–35 y old) who had no history of dermatological
disease. The skin area used had not been exposed to any
detergents, treatments, or skin care products for 1 mo prior to
experimentation. Half of the biopsies were immediately submerged
in 1-hexadecane to avoid dehydration during cutting. The other
half of the samples were immediately submerged in modified
Karnovsky’s fixative. The samples were cut with a double-edged
razorblade into 1  1 mm2 large pieces with a thickness of
approximately 50–100 mm.
Processing for cryo-transmission electron microscopy The
1  1 mm2 samples were placed in the cavity (diameter 2 mm;
depth 0.1 mm) of a cylindrical aluminum platelet (diameter 3 mm;
thickness 0.5 mm) and covered by a second matching flat
aluminum platelet. The cavity space not occupied by the sample
was filled with 1-hexadecane (Fluka, Buchs, Switzerland).
The high-pressure freezer HPM 010 (Baltec, Balzers, Liechten-
stein), which reaches a pressure of 1700 bar within 15 ms, was
used. The high pressure was built up at a controlled temperature
by the use of a defined volume of thermostatized ethanol that hit
the sample before the pressurized liquid nitrogen and thus ensured
a stable correlation between rise in pressure and drop in
temperature (cf. Moor, 1987). The samples were cryofixed within
90 s after the biopsies were taken.
For a general description of cryo-electron microscopy of
vitreous specimens cf. Dubochet et al (1988). Small pieces of the
high-pressure frozen epidermal forearm samples were glued to
aluminum pins in an FCS cryo-chamber of an Ultracut S microtome
(Leica FCS, Leica, Vienna, Austria). The vitreous samples were
trimmed with a trimming diamond blade (Diatome, Biel, Switzer-
land) and cryosectioned at 1601C with a nominal section
thickness of 50 nm using a 451 diamond knife (Diatome) with a
clearance angle of 61. The cutting speed was set to 0.6 mm per s.
The sections were transferred to carbon film-covered copper grids
with 400 and 1500 mesh, respectively, using an eyelash glued to a
wooden stick. Subsequently, they were pressed with a stamping
tool and stored in liquid nitrogen. A facemask was used all through
the section transfer procedure to minimize ice-crystal contamina-
tion. Air flow, temperature, and humidity were controlled in the
working room.
The copper grids with the mechanically attached vitreous
epidermal sections were transferred to a Gatan cryoholder (Gatan
Inc., Warrendale, Pennsylvania) at 1801C and inserted in a
Phillips CM12 cryoelectron microscope (Philips, Eindhoven, The
Netherlands). The accelerating voltage was 80 kV, objective
aperture 50 mm, and camera length 370 mm. The applied electron
dose was always o1000 e per nm2 per micrograph and the
electronic magnification was in the  400–45,000 range. Images
were recorded digitally using a Gatan CCD camera (Gatan Inc.) or
on Kodak SO 165 photographic films (Eastman Kodak, Geneva,
Switzerland). The microscope magnification was recalibrated prior
to the first data collection to ensure an error of less than 2%.
Complete vitrification of the observed cryo-sections was
checked by electron diffraction. Non-vitrified specimens were
discarded.
Defocus and image resolution was calculated using the EMtool
software (Ludtke, 1996).
The optical densities of micrographs to be compared were
calibrated with a standard negative of known optical density.
Contrast between adjacent regions with different optical density
(OD1 and OD2) was defined as (OD1OD2)/((OD1þOD2)/2). Optical
density was measured using a transmission densitometer (Melico/
Photolog, Medical & Electrical Instrumentation Ltd, London, UK).
The thickness of the sections was determined from their
contrast on the micrographs, on the basis of the following relation
(cf. Dubochet et al, 1983):
rt ¼ L ln ðODh=ODsÞ
where ODs represents the optical density of the different biological
structures of the sample, ODh represents the optical density of a
hole in the section, r is the density, t the section thickness, and L
the mean mass thickness that, for our working conditions, has a
value of 200 mg per m2 (cf. Dubochet et al, 1983).
Processing for conventional chemical ﬁxation transmission
electron microscopy The epidermal samples were fixed at 4 h at
41C in modified Karnovsky’s fixative (2% paraformaldehyde
þ 2.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M cacodylate buffer þ 4 mM CaCl2,
pH 7.35). After the tissue had been rinsed in 0.1 M cacodylate
buffer for 2 h, it was post-fixed in 1% OsO4 in cacodylate buffer
containing 15 mg per mL potassium ferrocyanide for 1 h at 201C in
the dark. The post-fixed tissue was then rinsed for 5 min to remove
unreacted OsO4, dehydrated gradually in ethanol (two changes
50% ethanol, two changes 70% ethanol, two changes 95%
ethanol, four changes 100% ethanol) and embedded in Epon 812,
which was left to polymerize at 601C for 3.5 d. It was finally post-
stained with 5% uranylacetate for 30 min and lead citrate for 7 min.
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Supplementary Material
The following material (Supplementary appendix, Supplementary
appendix references, Supplementary glossary, Supplementary glossary
references) is available from http://www.blackwellpublishing.com/pro-
ducts/journals/suppmat/JID/JID23213/JID23213sm.htm
Figure S1
The ultrastructure of vitreous native stratum corneum is approxi-
mately homogenous throughout its thickness dimension. Low-
magnification cryo-transmission electron micrograph of vitreous sec-
tion of native human stratum corneum. Note the approximately
homogenous corneocyte density, size, and form throughout the
stratum corneum, with the exception of the lowermost corneocytes
that are generally larger and characterized by a seemingly more highly
invaginated cell surface (lower right corner). Electron-dense spot
corresponds to surface ice contamination (white asterisk). Wave-like
diagonal pattern in the upper right corner is due to section compression
during cutting. Open white double-arrow: section cutting direction.
Section thickness  50 nm. Scale bar 1.0 mm.
Figure S2
2D projections of biological membranes with cubic symmetry. (A):
one unit cell of schematic bilayer membrane structure with balanced
gyroid cubic symmetry. (B): 4  4  4 unit cells of a gyroid-based cubic
membrane. Note that one of the two subspaces (or ‘‘tunnel-systems’’)
separated by the gyroid membrane surface has got a left-handed twist,
whereas the other subspace has got a right-handed twist (B). (C):
Section-plane along the (111) direction. (D): mathematical projections
corresponding to 7  7 unit cells of a gyroid-based cubic membrane
along the (100)–(511) directions (section thickness: 0.25 unit cells). (A,
C–D) adapted from Landh (1996), with permission.
Figure S3
The low electron density multigranular structure consists of  15
nm ‘‘particles’’ with a median interparticle (center-center) distance
of  25 nm. (A) High-magnification cryo-transmission electron
micrograph of vitreous section of native human midpart epidermis.
An underlying non-random organization of the low-electron density
multigranular complex (thin white arrows) is inferred by the visualiza-
tion, in 50–100 nm thick vitreous sections, of individual ‘‘15 nm
particles’’ (A) (cf. Fig 6). This could, tentatively, be explained if the
‘‘particles’’ were associated to a structuring membrane latticework
possessing three-dimensional symmetry (B), e.g., a hyperbolic mem-
brane system with cubic-like symmetry and a small lattice parameter
(  25 nm) (cf. Fig 7). Such a periodic structure would, however,
normally be blurred in 50–100 nm thick cryo-sections, due to super-
position of several membrane unit cells in the thickness dimension.
Note that the apparent lower electron density of the multigranular
‘‘particle complex’’ of A, with respect to Fig 6, is due to the smaller
section thickness (  50 nm) needed for high-resolution work (cf. Al-
Amoudi et al, 2004). (B): schematic illustration of a small lattice
parameter hyperbolic membrane structure with imbalanced gyroid
cubic symmetry and single-sided protein association (shaded discs),
forming a seemingly multigranular membrane/protein latticework. TF:
keratin intermediate filament ‘‘bundle’’; M: mitochondria; open white
double-arrow: section cutting direction. Section thickness  50 nm
(A). Scale bar 100 nm (A).
Figure S4
Keratin intermediate ﬁlaments transform into the low electron
density multigranular structure via the formation of small ‘‘tufts’’ of
short keratin ﬁlament bundles. (A): larger view of Fig 7C. (B): different
projection of the same chloroplast P-type (cf. Fig 7B) cubic membrane
system as in (A). (C): medium-magnification cryo-transmission electron
micrograph of vitreous section of native human midpart epidermis. (D):
enlargement of the right portion of (C). Note the regular networks of
protein filaments interwoven with the cubic membrane latticework in (A,
B). Note further the global morphological resemblance between the
protein filament distribution of the membrane/protein network in (B) and
the keratin intermediate filament distribution of the keratin filament-to-
multigranular transition in (D). TF (C): keratin intermediate filament
‘‘bundle’’; thin white arrows (C): keratin intermediate filament ‘‘tufts’’;
open white double-arrows (C, D): section cutting direction. Section
thickness  50 nm (A-D). Scale bars 1.0 mm (A, B), 100 nm (C, D). (A,
B) adapted from McLean and Pessoney, 1970, with permission.
Figure S5
Selective ‘‘shrinkage’’ (A–D, upper row) of one of the two sub-
volumes separated by a surface with gyroid cubic symmetry leads to
close packing (A–D, lower row) of cylinders packed inside the non-
shrinking subvolume. A selective ‘‘shrinkage’’, by parallel displacement
of the membrane surface, of a water-rich subvolume may not only offer a
powerful mechanism to ‘‘tune’’ the density of cytokeratin intermediate
filament packing but may also be responsible for the measured dramatic
reduction in cell water content (from  70% to  40% (Warner et al,
1988; von Zglinicki et al, 1993; Caspers et al, 2001)) at the interface
between stratum granulosum and stratum corneum. Additionally, it may
explain the measured reduction in cell volume (from  700–900 mm3 to
 400–450 mm3 (Mehm, 1999; Richter et al, 2003)) at this same interface
between viable and cornified cell layers.
Figure S6
The cryo-electron density pattern corresponding to the stratum
corneum keratin intermediate ﬁlament organization (A) sometimes,
locally, seems to express a cholesteric component. Tentatively, this
could be explained by a degenerated body-centered cubic-like rod-
packing of coiled-coiled keratin intermediate filaments, all possessing
the same handedness of their twist (cf. Fig 8C). Cf. cholesteric blue
phases of cholesteryl esters, which are characterized by a three-
dimensional pseudo-lattice with both cubic-like and chiral symmetry,
and that, notably, are not formed in racemic mixtures (cf. Hyde et al,
1997, pp 190–191, 212). (A): cryo-electron micrograph of vitreous
section of native human stratum corneum. (B): conventional electron
micrograph of resin-embedded section of the cholesteric cuticle of
Carcinus maenas (crab). Scale bars 50 nm (A), 5.0 mm (B). (B) reprinted
from Bouligand (1972), with permission.
Figure S7
Schematic illustration of some possible membrane transforma-
tions that may be involved in stratum corneum keratin network
formation. (A): schematic illustration of a three-dimensional hyperbolic
membrane system with imbalanced gyroid symmetry. (B): same
membrane system as in (A) but with balanced gyroid symmetry (cf.
Supplementary Appendix). (C): schematic illustration of a condensed
lipid/water phase with hexagonal symmetry. (D): schematic illustration
of hexagonally packed bilayer membrane tubules. Note that (A) could
transform (a) continuously (i.e., without surface intersections), into (D).
(A) could further transform (c) directly, through parallel displacement of
the membrane surface (although not without surface intersections), into
(B). Note further that the cubic (V2) (B) to hexagonal (HII) (C) lipid/water
phase transition (c) includes both surface intersections and a topology
change. Cubic to hexagonal intersection-free membrane folding (a)
occurs, e.g., in the endoplasmatic reticulum of compactin resistant UT-
1 cells (Pathak et al, 1986; Landh, 1996, pp 170–171). In the epidermis,
such a transition mechanism (a) may, however, be regarded as unlikely,
due to the limited space (  4 nm) available between adjacent keratin
filaments in tonofilament bundles (cf. Fig 3A, D). A more traditional
‘‘phase transition’’ from a reversed hexagonal (HII) (C) to a reversed
cubic-like (V2) (B) liquid crystalline lipid/water/keratin/(filaggrin) ‘‘phase’’
remains, however, possible (cf. Fig 3A, C). This is further supported by
the small lattice parameter (o30 nm, cf. Fig 7) of the cubic-like lipid/
water/keratin/(filaggrin) ‘‘phase’’ proposed here (cf. Fig 8B), which,
notably, corresponds to that of cubic lipid/water in vitro phases (10–30
nm (cf. Larsson, 1994) (cf. Supplementary Appendix).
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